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B

ehind the fruit Battaglio,
great team work.

Since 40 years, we at Battaglio, produce, package and distribute fruit from many countries of the world. We
do it with passion and absolute dedication to provide the best fresh and natural product that exists. All of this
is possible thanks to the people that make our Group: professionals who work every day with commitment
to care for every detail of the production chain with most attention. They are the ones that make Battaglio
the ideal partner, competitive and highly specialized where quality and reliability play a fundamental role.
A partner with an international soul, able to compete locally with the utmost precision and punctuality.

B

attaglio.
Fruit of experience.

Battaglio selects, imports and distributes in Italy a wide variety of fruits, including exotic types, with a particular
specialization in bananas and pineapples. The production comes from both our Group partners and external
high quality suppliers. The progressive structuring and management organization has allowed Battaglio, from
the Turin office, to operate in supermarkets and traditional markets throughout Italy, pursuing constantly the
quality and creating a strong network of reliable producers over the years. But the differences, for Battaglio,
continue to be: the ideal temperature for ripening and storage, the most suitable packaging, the processes
that respect the characteristics of the fruit and the provider that shares the values of the Group.

R

ome. Capital also
of our fruit.

It is our ‘pride and joy’ in Rome, the most ripen fruit of the Battaglio’s experience; the new warehouse that
privileges the south-central catchment areas. A structure built on solid experience gained over the years,
able to offer excellence, both from the point of view of product quality and technical-logistical with a cutting
edge system of storage, distribution and ripening of fruit. A choice that follows the new strategies of the
company that aims to become the reference point in Italy for imported fruit.

G

eagri. The good
heart of Italy.

Geagri produces, packages and commercializes grapes, apricots, clementines and oranges: all typical
varieties from the different areas in which it operates, including Apulia, Basilicata and Calabria with an
organization of about 60 producers based in Massafra ( TA ). The all Italian multi-regional production gives
the privilege of territorial varieties (IGP) and benefits itself from cutting edge cultivation and conservation
techniques. Geagri represents the attention to territorial excellence in its local different productions; is the
quality that comes from tradition and grows with the strength of the Group.

C

osur. From Argentina
with an international
vision.

Cosur develops the experience benefits of the Group in a distant land but equipped with great potential.
Villa Regina, in the province of Rio Negro, is the site for the refrigerated warehouse from which pears and
apples are exported to various markets in the world, carefully following the different standards of quality. In
Buenos Aires, bananas and pineapples are imported and distributed using synergies already established with
suppliers in Central America and continuing the mission of being a dynamic and constantly growing company.

D

on Camillo.
As it has always been.

Honest and genuine, like Guareschi’s literary character, is the inspiration of this vibrant entrepreneurial
reality based in Brescello, common element for all of its farmlands located throughout Italy. They are 50
associated producers that grow melons and watermelons according to the principles of integrated farming
management, subjecting them to a careful and rapid process of elaboration in order to preserve the most
of the natural features. The farmlands are spread throughout the country to broaden the seasonal course of
production without compromising the quality. The products are selected and processed with cutting edge
calibration and pricing mechanical systems. Having a close attention to market trends, the company performs
constant research and experiments of new seeds in a farmland of 10 hectares reserved for this purpose.

B

attaglio Gestioni.
Volume of experience.

Battaglio Gestioni is the holding company that controls investments, management and financial structures.
It follows the developments in the fresh produce markets and undertakes initiatives in synergistic areas.
The concreteness of the company is based on a rigorous management, which has always sought to
consolidate the achieved results that have led to the expansion of the group over the years. A solid
financial structure and a competitive and highly motivated management, in a nutshell, have been and will
continue to be the key to the growth of the company.

B

ehind the
communication,
a world of values.

Behind Battaglio’s institutional communication exists a world of values and people who share them.
For Battaglio, communication does not only mean promoting its brand, but it means making cultural
approaches through actions that will transfer its values, informing and raising awareness about the
extraordinary properties of fruit in different and specific contexts such as:
Packaging: the best fruits are packaged in purposely studied and designed containers for the brand
recognition as well as for the enhancement of the product. The quality of the visual identity is a priority for
Battaglio as the quality of its products.
Information in stores: behind every fruit we eat there is a beautiful story to tell and properties that need to be
communicated. Battaglio’s in-store promotions projects are an important opportunity to inform and provide
the consumer more reasons to consume fruit.
Sport: bananas Battaglio are the ideal food to accompany a sporting activity, so its brand and its products
are present in numerous sporting events, especially those related to running.
The Social: Battaglio’s fruits and brand have always been partners in numerous initiatives for social purposes,
with the aim of bringing together the importance of ethical values and the pleasure of taste. This is why for
years Battaglio has given life to Fruttaparty: a nutritional education non-profit project directed to nurseries
and primary schools. The company focuses in teaching small children the culture of food and the importance
of a healthy and correct diet through games and stories.
Nothing is more important than eating healthy for people’s well-being, transmitting this concept is a
fundamental part of Battaglio’s mission.
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